1. But my adult child was laid off, but will probably be okay with the Stimulus package
unemployment.
2. I am a teacher. I am working at home and trying to help develop learning
opportunities for students during this unique time.
3. I am a property owner with several business tenants shut down or paying $0 rent.
Obamacare sucks! Insufficient ventilators, the virulence of this common cold is totally
overestimated, poor planning, comedy of fools!
4. People should learn how to save for emergencies and not depend on the damn
government to hold their hand like a baby it’s rediculous
5. Realtor
6. Both my son and daughter are working from home right now. My son's second job is
on hold until late May or June.
7. Our job is kinda on hold. Not able to work now. Haven’t filed for unemployment.
Husband was on the phone to unemployment-on hold 3 hours then a trainee said
can’t answer your questions and scheduled a call back in 4 weeks!!
8. We own a business that has been told is non essential. We own rental houses as well,
and are worried that our renters won't be able to pay their rent, and in turn, we won't
be able to pay our mortgages. Very nerve wracking.
9. I am working but my SO business isn’t a shut down and they are not working. He is a
business owner. It makes destroy his company
10. I have lost almost my whole life savings. I will probably have to go back to work.
11. I am blessed to have an essential job during this time.
12. Thank God for PHILLIPS 66
13. I was laid off on March 25 but the company I work for is still paying a portion of what I
was making. I have also just recently been hired for another job at a grocery store. I
have not filed for unemployment.
14. But my investments are down drastically, and that's what I live off. Scared.
15. I am very fortunate to have a job that I can do online, working from home. I am very
fortunate that my employer is a large, multinational corporation that serves Fortune
500 companies with web access to their Mainframe systems. So this isolation is
actually good for our business. That doesn't mean I like governments killing the
economy worldwide.
16. I have feelings of guilt about being retired. And I wish I could share more.
17. 7. My (husband) employer (his day job) is still open and paying admin wages for his
job as he is home with a compromised health immune system and his company isn't
providing the needed PPE.
18. small business owner essential business-still
19. REALTORs are back to work on a very limited basis
20. There was no category for me. I'm losing a lot of money due to massive reservation
cancelations in a rental property. I've applied for SBA assistance to make ends meet.
21. I work in the private civil construction for road work. We should be paving like no
tomorrow.

22. Old Age Pensioner. Why am I getting $1200?. If anything, I am spending less since I
am staying home. Wife and I will donate to those who need it.
23. retired with ss and a wife who still has her work from home job
24. I am concerned that prices will rise generally. I have had to substitute items at a
higher price than I would normally pay.
25. There isn't an option for out situation. Still working but at reduced wages.
26. On the PREVIOUS not “NEXT” question - our daughter in real estate is suffering., as
are many of her friends in building industry. I think shutting down WA construction has
HUGE consequences esp in banking loans. Sooner the better to return everyone to
their outdoor occupations.
27. Our financial picture has worsened because of the stock market losing value.
28. We have lost some self-employed income but will be fine.
29. I am self employed, I have lost a small portion of my income but expect to be able to
resume that portion when this mess is over.
30. Paychecks significantly delayed as the postal system is a huge mess. We are no
longer getting our mail or if we do, its weeks to a month behind. Those deciding whats
essential vs whats not.... today in Michigan, car seats are now considered
nonessential. STOP TAKING AWAY OUR RIGHTS!!! I can respect some limitations or
some restrictions, but things are quickly getting out of control and its obviously
coming from the top. Thought our prezs words and actions would match. Governors
are getting puffed up thinking theyre mini gods and are quickly becoming self
important tyrants. Ban guns and ammo while releasing criminals. We arent allowed to
protect ourselves or we are punished. The police are no longer stopping crime. The
few who are arrested are released same day. Clearly a bigger agenda is at play here.
31. I am retired but very concerned about the economic future. Trump is looking after his
1% and does not care about the rest of us. Pelosi and Schumer are looking out for us.
Take back the Senate this November.
32. People in my house are working but making less income.
33. we will soon feel the affects in the shut down economy.
34. We are self employed in the construction business with 2 employees. We are doing
our best to keep things going, by working on farm jobs. If we lay off our employees
they will find work elsewhere, they will not sit idle and collect unemployment. It is
imperative we keep these employees
35. I am self employed and over 75.
36. I fear for the working class.
37. I'm able to work from home, with occasional field trips, though well regulated...
38. Even though we're retired, we have lost significant vacation rental money and money
from other investments.
39. I am self employed so this is not easy
40. Teacher
41. I know many people that have been affected due to job insecurity or loss. This is a
difficult time for those not on governament payrolls or assistance. Difficult time for
middle class Americans who work for a living--small businesses! They need help to
survive this closure of our economy.
42. Self-employed and not working, still have other income, so we are okay for now. Truly
haven't been spending money on anything other than fixed bills, mortgage, utilities.
43. We're retired and our life savings are invested and currently in the toilet. That's not
offered as a choice above.
44. AMA dairy farmer so same work but price is going down

45. My husband's employer has cut work hours to try to keep everyone employer in spite
of the lack in customers.
46. Retiree. No real change.
47. I am retired and wife still employed so income has remained constant.
48. I fear that my retirement fund will take a big downturn due to the hit the economy has
taken
49. Own our own business, Just waiting to see how the a domino effect will hit us and how
hard
50. I work from home.
51. This has severely crushed my retirement portfolio.
52. If this keeps up for another two weeks portions of the economy will come to a halt and
how each sector is impacted will produce surprising shortages and constrictions in
many other seeemingly unrelated areas.
53. not totally retired, can still do work via the net, mail etc. The closure of many small
businesses and gov't offices is a problem.
54. my wife is Hospital Nurse working conora-19 central.
55. This is nuts! Economic disaster to shut down the country. What is the story behind the
story?
56. self employed and still working
57. Income not affected yet. Investments shot to hell.
58. The economic damage has the potential of seriously harming more people than the
illness since about 70% of the population will be exposed to COVID-19 in the next year
yet less than 90% of those employed will miss more than 10 days of work as a result
of being sick.
59. We are self employed and most of our customers have canceled or postponed
scheduled work
60. My children are being paid for the work they do. My daughters are doing different jobs
than they usually do. My son is a paramedic and doing his regular duties.
61. I am an employer that is out of work until the Governor lets us go back to work...we
have reserves to see us through
62. My husband and I both have our jobs but our adult son works retail at REI and was laid
off for now,
63. Since I’m in the real estate industry and we are deemed essential my agents are still
able to work. However my office is closed and all of my staff are working from home.
I’ve kept them all on the payroll and I’m trying to get through the PPP loan process.
It’s been a nightmare so far.
64. Both my wife and I are unable to work while our bills continue, we will likely loss our
house because of this.
65. My concern is not for myself but for those who are small business owners and those
who could be working safely. You don't shut down an entire economy! I will be affected
financially down the road, but my trust is in my Savior. He was good enough to save
me, he'll be good enough to see us through this.
66. We are soon to be retiring. We don't know yet how much this will affect our IRA long
term. It's hard to know how this will affect us.

